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Abstract/work package/short bibliography/illustration 
Lithographically patterned arrays of magnetic nanostructures, also called artificial spin ices (ASI), have 
been subject of numerous studies since their inception about 15 years ago as they provide a test bed to 
understand more complex frustrated physics and demonstrate properties idyllic for modern 
technologies.. These nano-objects have thus potential applications in magnetic memory, reconfigurable 
magnonics, and logic devices. 

The amazing magnetic properties of the ASIs are related to the individual magnetic behaviour of each 
NI, this latter interacting with its closest neighbours. It is therefore essential to have a direct access to 
the local magnetic configuration. The internship aims thus to perform magnetic imaging on ASI using 
TEM related method for studying their local magnetic properties when an external magnetic field is 
applied. 
ASI of interest for this internship are lithographically patterned arrays of disconnected Py nano-islands 
(NIs) of about 250 nm long displaying an in-plane magnetisation. Two patterns of hexagonal symmetry 
and pentagonal structure (Penrose structure) have been fabricated (see fig). Both are magnetically 
frustrated due to the pattern’s intrinsic geometric ordering. From the designed shape anisotropy, the 
ferromagnetic NIs pattern are predicted to behave as all classical ASI, i.e. single domain aligning along 
the long axis of the structure and the frustration from the other NIs are intended to flip the 
magnetization in binary fashion such that the intrinsic energy of the array is at a local minimum. Electron 
Holography (EH) and Lorentz Electron Microscopy (LTEM) are two TEM-based techniques that allow for 
study of ferromagnetic nanostructures with a nanometre resolution at the remanence and during the in-
situ magnetic reversal under applied magnetic field.  

First EH and LTEM experiments have been performed on the hexagonal pattern and reveal interesting 
reversal processes depending on the applied field direction due to the frustration state and of defects 
intentionally grown on the patterns. These experiments have to be repeated on the same pattern and 
for various applied field directions and the whole set of recorded images has to be analysed to analyse 
in detail the reversal process to deduce the configuration of minima energy for each direction, 
determine the spatial magnetic distribution between the nano-islands in the pattern and identify the 
different interactions occurring at the frustrated vertices. Similar experiments and analyses will be 
carried out on the Penrose pattern on which even more complex magnetic configuration is expected. 
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From left to right: TEM image showing the hexagonal ASI based on ferromagnetic Py disconnected nano-islands; 
LTEM image indicating the direction of the magnetization within few nano-islands; Phase image obtained by EH 

evidencing two frustration point. 
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